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New expressions relating the interdiffusion flux of a component to its own concentration gra-
dient in a multicomponent diffusion couple have been derived and applied to a diffusion couple
investigated in the Cu-Ni-Zn system. From these relations, effective interdiffusion coefficients
were determined at selected sections in the diffusion zone directly from the locations of the
sections relative to the Matano plane. The Cu-Ni-Zn couple was analyzed for interdiffusion
fluxes and interdiffusion coefficients with the aid of “MultiDiFlux” program developed for the
analysis of interdiffusion in multicomponent systems. The couple was examined for zero-flux
plane development, interdiffusion against activity gradients, and diffusion path representation.
Diffusion path slopes at selected sections in the diffusion zone were related to the interdiffusion
coefficients; slopes at path ends were determined from eigenvectors evaluated from limiting
ratios of interdiffusion fluxes. Expressions for internal consistency among the concentration
profiles or flux profiles of the individual components were also developed in terms of the
terminal alloy compositions and applied to the Cu-Ni-Zn couple in the diffusion zone.

Keywords diffusion paths, internal consistency and constraints,
multicomponent diffusion

1. Introduction

Concentration profiles developed in multicomponent dif-
fusion couples during isothermal annealing are normally
analyzed for interdiffusion fluxes and interdiffusion coeffi-
cients. New analytical methods[1] have been put forward
for such analysis from individual solid-solid diffusion
couples, and a free and user-friendly computer software,
called MultiDiFlux, has been developed[2] to carry out such
calculations from experimental concentration profiles of
couples. The MultiDiFlux program converts experimental
concentration profiles of all components to corresponding
profiles of interdiffusion fluxes and evaluates various mo-
ments of interdiffusion fluxes by appropriate integrations.
From such moments calculated over selected ranges of con-
centrations within the diffusion zone, (n − 1) independent
equations are set up for each component for the determina-
tion of (n − 1)2 interdiffusion coefficients valid for each
selected composition range. The use of the MultiDiFlux
program has been illustrated and discussed[3-5] with appli-
cation to ternary diffusion couples in the Cu-Ni-Zn system.

The main purpose of this paper is to develop relations
between interdiffusion fluxes and concentration gradients
and explore internal constraints on concentration profiles
and interdiffusion fluxes of the various components, as dic-
tated by the terminal alloy compositions for a ternary solid-
solid diffusion couple. These constraints help check the in-
ternal consistency between the concentration profiles of the
various components and provide insight on the development
of the diffusion path. In addition, new expressions are pre-
sented for the slope of the diffusion path at selected sections
in the diffusion zone in terms of the ternary interdiffusion
coefficients evaluated by the MultiDiFlux program. Also,
the slopes at the end regions of the diffusion path are also
estimated from the eigenvectors determined from the ter-
nary interdiffusion coefficients. The various relations devel-
oped in this paper are examined with the aid of experimental
concentration profiles and interdiffusion fluxes of a Cu-Ni-
Zn experimental diffusion couple. The couple is also exam-
ined for the development of zero-flux planes,[6,7] crossover
compositions, and internal consistency[7] and constraints
among concentration profiles, interdiffusion fluxes, and the
terminal alloy compositions.

2. Interdiffusion Fluxes

2.1 Determination of Interdiffusion Fluxes

For a solid-solid diffusion couple with negligible varia-
tion in the molar volume in the diffusion zone, the interdif-
fusion flux J̃i(x) of a component i at a section x can be
determined directly from the concentration profile of the
component from the relation:[6,7]

J̃i�x� =
1

2t �C i
−

or C i
+

Ci�x�
�x − xo� dCi �i = 1, 2, . . . , n� (Eq 1)

where xo corresponds to the location of the Matano plane
and Ci

− and Ci
+ are the compositions of the terminal alloys

used in the assembly of the diffusion couple. For solid-solid
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couples, concentrations are functions of the Boltzmann pa-
rameter � defined by:

� = �x − xo���t (Eq 2)

and Eq 1 can be written as:

J̃i�t =
1

2 �
C i

−
or C i

+

Ci���
� dCi �i = 1, 2, . . . , n� (Eq 3)

Thus, (J̃i√t) is a function of � and has a unique value at a
given concentration level Ci within the diffusion zone. On
expressing the integral on the right-hand side of Eq 3 by
Ki(�), Eq 3 becomes:[8]

J̃i =
Ki���

2�t
�i = 1, 2, . . . , n� (Eq 4)

On integrating both sides of Eq 4 with respect to time, one
gets:

�
0

t
J̃idt = Ki��� � �t

= 2t � J̃i (Eq 5)

Equation 5 implies that the cumulative or total interdif-
fusion flux passing through a moving plane identified at a
constant concentration level Ci over a diffusion time t is 2t
times the instantaneous J̃i at that concentration level at time
t. The variation of J̃i with respect to time t at a given con-
centration level Ci can be obtained by differentiating both
sides of Eq 4 with respect to time t; thus:

�dJ̃i

dt
�

Ci

= −
1

2

Ki���

2t�t
=

−J̃i

2t
(Eq 6)

2.2 Interdiffusion Flux as a Function of x and t

J̃i can be described as a function of x and t by:

dJ̃i = ��J̃i

�x
�

t
dx + ��J̃i

�t
�

x
dt (Eq 7)

Hence, at a concentration level Ci, the variation of J̃i with
time is expressed by:

�dJ̃i

dt
�

Ci

= ��J̃i

�x
�

t
��x

�t
�

Ci

+ ��J̃i

�t
�

x
(Eq 8)

From Eq 6 and 8, one gets:

J̃i = −2t���J̃i

�x�
t
��x

�t�
Ci

+ ��J̃i

�t �
x
� (Eq 9)

where (�x/�t)ci
is the velocity of propagation v(Ci) of a

concentration level (Ci) within the diffusion zone. From Eq
2 at a given concentration level,

��x

�t�Ci

=
�

2�t
=

x − xo

2t
(Eq 10)

and Eq 9 becomes:

J̃i = −��J̃i

�x
�

t
� �x − xo� − ��J̃i

�t
�

x
� 2t (Eq 11)

The continuity equation is given by:

��J̃i

�x
�

t
= −��Ci

�t
�

x
�i = 1, 2, . . . , n� (Eq 12)

However,

��Ci

�t �x
= −��Ci

�x �t
� ��x

�t�Ci

(Eq 13)

On the basis of Eq 10 and 13, Eq 12 becomes:[6,7]

��J̃i

�x
�

t
=

�x − xo�

2t
��Ci

�x
�

t
�i = 1, 2, . . . , n� (Eq 14)

Equation 14 provides a direct link between the gradient of
interdiffusion flux of a component to its own concentration
gradient at any section x through the velocity of propagation
of the concentration level (Ci) identified at the section x at
time t.

On substituting Eq 14 in Eq 11, one gets:

J̃i = −
�x − xo�

2

2t
��Ci

�x
�

t
− ��J̃i

�t
�

x
2t (Eq 15)

An expression for the second derivative of J̃i with respect to
x can also be obtained by differentiating Eq 14 with respect
to x; thus:

��2J̃i

�x2�
t

=
�x − xo�

2t ��2Ci

�x2 �
t

+
1

2t ��Ci

�x �
t

(Eq 16)

2.3 An Expression for (�J̃i /�t)x

Multiplying both sides of Eq 4 by (x − xo), one gets:

�J̃i � �x − xo�� =
�

2
Ki��� (Eq 17)

Hence, the product [J̃i � (x − xo)] is a function of � or the
composition expressed by Ci. On differentiating both sides
of Eq 17 with respect to � and using Eq 4, one gets:
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�d�J̃i � �x − xo��

d�
� = J̃i�t + ��d�J̃i�t�

d�
� (Eq 18)

Since J̃i√t is a function of �, Eq 14 can be expressed by:

�d�J̃i�t�
d�

� =
�

2
�dCi

d�
� (Eq 19)

Therefore, substitution of Eq 19 in Eq 18 yields:

J̃i�t = −
�2

2
�dCi

d�
� + �d�J̃i � �x − xo��

d�
� (Eq 20)

or equivalently:

J̃i = −
�x − xo�

2

2t
��Ci

�x
�

t
+ ���J̃i � �x − xo��

�x
�

t

�i = 1, 2, . . . , n� (Eq 21)

Equation 21 provides an expression for the interdiffusion
flux of a component in terms of its own concentration gra-
dient and the gradient of the function [J̃i · (x − xo)]. A com-
parison of Eq 15 with Eq 21 yields:

��J̃i

�t
�

x
= −

1

2t
���J̃i � �x − xo��

�x
�

t
(Eq 22)

For a solid-solid diffusion couple, plots of [J̃i � (x − xo)]
versus x can be generated for each component. Such plots
will invariably show locations or sections where [J̃i � (x −
xo)] is a maximum or a minimum for each component on the
right-hand side as well as the left-hand side of the Matano
plane, as will be illustrated with an experimental ternary
diffusion couple. At such sections designated by xir and xil,
Eq 21 becomes:

J̃i = −��x − xo�
2

2t ��Ci

�x �t
�

xi r or xi l

�i = 1, 2, . . . , n� (Eq 23)

Equation 23 may be looked upon as a derived statement
of Fick’s law, where the interdiffusion flux of the compo-
nent i is proportional to its own concentration gradient at the
specific sections, where (�[J̃i � (x − xo)]/�x)t goes to zero. An
effective interdiffusion coefficient for component i can also
be calculated directly from (x − xo)2/2t at each of those
sections.

2.4 Variation of Interdiffusion Fluxes with Concentrations

Equation 14 or equivalently Eq 19 provides an important
constraint on the variation of J̃i with Ci for each component
i. Dividing both sides of Eq 14 by the concentration gradient
�Ci/�x yields:

� �J̃i

�Ci
�

t
=

�x − xo�

2t
=

�

2�t
�i = 1, 2, . . . , n� (Eq 24)

Equation 24 clearly indicates that the variation of J̃i with
respect to Ci at any section x is the same for all components
in the diffusion zone and is identical to the velocity of
propagation of the concentration level Ci. This important
internal constraint governs the interdiffusion fluxes of all
components and hence the development of their concentra-
tion profiles within the diffusion zone. For experimental
diffusion couples in multicomponent systems, plots of (�J̃i/
�Ci)t against (x − xo) generated for each component should
yield a straight line with the slope of 1/2t. Such plots for the
various components fall on the same straight line and pro-
vide a consistency check for the experimental data on con-
centration profiles. It is important to note that Eq 24 holds
for any solid-solid or vapor-solid couple that satisfies the
use of the Boltzmann parameter in the description of their
concentration profiles.

3. Ternary Interdiffusion Coefficients

3.1 Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors

Based on Onsager’s expression[9] for extended Fick’s
law, the interdiffusion flux J̃i of component i in ternary
systems is given by:

J̃i�x� = −�
j=1

2

D̃ij
3

�Cj

�x
�i = 1, 2� (Eq 25)

where four ternary interdiffusion coefficients, D̃3
11, D̃3

12,
D̃3

21, D̃3
22 are defined for the independent fluxes of compo-

nents 1 and 2. Component 3 is chosen as the dependent
concentration variable. The matrix of these coefficients
identified by D(3) can be diagonalized,[10,11] and the eigen-
values, d1 and d2, are given by:

d1,2 =
1

2
��D̃11

3 + D̃22
3 � ± �D̃o� (Eq 26)

where the discriminant D̃o is:

D̃o = �D̃11
3 − D̃22

3 �2 + 4D̃12
3 D̃21

3 (Eq 27)

The eigenvectors can be expressed in columnar form in
a matrix given by:[12]

P = �� 1

�1
� ��2

1 ��
where

�1 =
�d1 − D̃11

3 �

D12
3 =

D̃21
3

�d1 − D̃22
3 �

(Eq 28)
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and

�2 =
�d2 − D̃22

3 �

D21
3 =

D̃12
3

�d2 − D̃11
3 �

(Eq 29)

The inverse of P is:

P−1 =
1

�1 −�2�1�
� 1 −�2

−�1 1
� (Eq 30)

A diagonal matrix �(3) can be obtained from D̃(3) through
a similarity transformation[12] given by:

P−1 � D̃�3� � P = ��3� (Eq 31)

where

��3� = �d1 0

0 d2
� (Eq 32)

On the basis of Eq 31, Eq 25 can be transformed to:

J̃1 − �2J̃2 = −d1��C1

�x
− �2

�C2

�x � (Eq 33)

−�1J̃1 + J̃2 = −d2�−�1

�C1

�x
+

�C2

�x � (Eq 34)

where linear combinations of fluxes are proportional to lin-
ear combinations of forces through eigenvalues.

For a ternary couple characterized by constant interdif-
fusion coefficients, it is known[11] that the path slope (�C2/
�C1) at the ends of the diffusion path corresponds to the
direction of the major eigenvector determined by �1; that is:

��1 = �C2��C1�path end (Eq 35)

On the basis of Eq 35, Eq 34 yields at a path end:

�J̃2� J̃1 = �1 = �C2��C1�path end (Eq 35a)

and Eq 33 becomes:

�J̃1 = −d1

�C1

�x �path end
(Eq 36)

where d1 is an eigenvalue different from D̃3
11.

For a couple with varying D̃3
ij, the validity of Eq 35 may

be checked, provided a set of D̃3
ijs appropriate to an end

segment or region of the diffusion path can be determined
and used for the determination of the local major eigenvec-
tor. If �1 for the major eigenvector appropriate to an end
segment of the diffusion path were to be identified with the
[�C2/�C1]path end, then Eq 35a may be checked for its va-
lidity for a couple characterized by varying D̃3

ij by compar-
ing the limiting ratios of the interdiffusion fluxes of two of

the components with the path slopes at the two ends of the
diffusion path.

3.2 Path Slopes in Terms of Interdiffusion Coefficients at
Selected Sections

3.2.1 Path Slopes Where (�[J̃i � (x − xo)]/�x)t = 0. At
the sections corresponding to the locations of the relative
extrema observed in the plots of [J̃i � (x − xo)] against x, the
path slopes can be estimated directly from the interdiffusion
coefficients and the section location. For example, at the
extrema in the plot of [J̃1 � (x − xo)] against x for component
1, Eq 23 and 25 can be combined to yield:

�C2

�C1
=

�x − xo�
2 − 2t D̃11

3

2t D̃12
3

(Eq 37)

Similarly, at the sections for the extrema of the plot of
[J̃2 � (x − xo)] against x,

�C2

�C1
=

2t D̃21
3

��x − xo�
2 − 2t D̃22

3 �
(Eq 38)

Also, at the extrema of the plot of [J̃3 � (x − xo)] against x,

�C3

�C1
=

2t D̃31
2

��x − xo�
2 − 2t D̃33

2 �
(Eq 39)

In Eq 39 the interdiffusion coefficients are based on com-
ponent 2 as the dependent variable.

3.2.2 Path Slopes at Zero-Flux Planes. At the zero-
flux plane (ZFP) for a component i, J̃i � 0. Therefore, Eq
25 yields:[6,7]

�D̃i1
3

�C1

�x
+ D̃i2

3
�C2

�x �ZFP
= 0 (Eq 40)

or alternatively:

��C1

�C2
�

ZFP for i
= −

D̃i2
3

D̃i1
3

(Eq 41)

Thus, on the basis of Eq 41, the path slope at the ZFP is
identical to the ratio of the cross to the main interdiffusion
coefficients for the component exhibiting the ZFP.

4. An Examination of a Ternary Cu-Ni-Zn
Diffusion Couple

4.1 The Diffusion Path, Concentration Profiles, and Flux
Profiles

The diffusion path for a Cu-Ni-Zn couple[6,7] assembled
with two alloys, �5 (30.1Cu-44.7Ni-25.2Zn at.%) and �12
(80.6Cu-19.4Ni), with similar Ni thermodynamic activities
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and annealed at 775 °C for two days are presented in Fig. 1.
The concentration profiles of the couple are presented in
Fig. 2. The concentrations are expressed in atom fraction in
Fig. 2(a), while in Fig. 2(b) they are expressed in terms of
relative concentration variables, Yi, defined by:

Yi =
Ci − Ci

+

Ci
− − Ci

+ �i = 1, 2, . . . , n� (Eq 42)

where Ci
− and Ci

+ represent the concentrations of the com-
ponent i in the terminal alloys of the couple. The individual
profiles clearly intersect one another at a common compo-
sition identified as Yc at a section denoted by xc. Also
marked on the profiles is the location of the Matano plane
xo. The Ni concentration profile develops a relative maxi-
mum on the alloy �5 side of the couple.

An advantage of Yi versus x plot lies in the fact that the
concentration profiles of all components are displayed over
the diffusion zone L− to L+ such that Yi is 1 at L− and is 0
at L+ for all components regardless of their flux directions
within the diffusion zone. Also, the various profiles mutu-
ally cross one another at the common crossover composi-
tion, Yc.

[7] Equation 1 can be alternatively expressed in
terms of Yi by:[7]

J̃i�x� =
�Ci

− − Ci
+�

2t �Yi �−�

x �1 − Yi�

Vm
dx + �1 − Yi� �x

+� Yi

Vm
dx�

(Eq 43)

where Vm is the molar volume. An advantage of Eq 43 is
that J̃is can be determined without the need to determine the
location of the Matano plane.

The concentration profiles of the couple, �5 versus �12,
were analyzed by the MultiDiFlux program[2-5] for the de-
termination of various quantities and parameters, including
J̃is, D̃3

ij (i, j � 1, 2), eigenvalues, eigenvectors, and path
slopes. Profiles of J̃is for the �5 versus �12 couple were
directly calculated from the concentration profiles on the
basis of Eq 43 by the MultiDiflux program. Vm varies little
in the diffusion zone and is considered constant at 7.1 × 1012

�m3 /g · mol.[13] The interdiffusion flux profiles are pre-
sented in Fig. 3, where J̃i are in units of atom.frac.�m/s and
may be converted into g · mols/�m2/s by dividing with
molar volume. The interdiffusion flux of Zn is positive
(from left to right), while that of Cu is negative in the
opposite direction throughout the diffusion zone. On the
other hand, J̃Ni shows regions of both positive and negative
interdiffusion fluxes going through zero at a plane identified
as the zero-flux plane[6,7] for Ni. The negative J̃Ni indicates
a region of uphill interdiffusion of Ni against its own ac-

Fig. 2 Concentration profiles for the �5 versus �12 Cu-Ni-Zn
diffusion couple[6,7] annealed at 775 °C for 2 days. Concentrations
are expressed in (a) atom fraction and (b) relative concentration
variable Yi. Yc corresponds to the common composition at the
crossover section xc of the profiles.

Fig. 1 Diffusion path for the Ni isoactivity couple �5 versus �12

annealed at 775 °C for 2 days[6,7]

Fig. 3 Calculated profiles of interdiffusion fluxes for the �5 ver-
sus �12 Cu-Ni-Zn diffusion couple annealed at 775 °C for two
days
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tivity gradient to the left of ZFP in Fig. 1. On the basis of
Eq 14 �J̃i /�x for each component goes to zero at the Matano
plane xo; thus J̃i for each i exhibits a relative maximum or
minimum, as can be seen from the flux profiles shown in
Fig. 3.

4.2 Merging of Profiles into a Straight Line

On the basis of Eq 24, the experimental data for the
profiles of the individual components can be converted into
plots of �J̃i/�Ci against x. Such plots represent the variation
of the velocity of propagation of the various concentration
levels as a function of x at time t and yield straight lines with
a slope of 1/2t; they are shown for the couple �5 versus �12
in Fig. 4. It is apparent the individual plots for Zn, Ni, and
Cu fall on the same straight line over the diffusion zone, as
required.

4.3 Prediction of Effective Interdiffusion Coefficients at
Selected Sections

As discussed in Section 2.3, Eq 21 and 23 provide ad-
ditional insights in the analysis of solid-solid diffu-
sion couples. For the couple �5 versus �12 couple, plots of
[J̃i � (x − xo)] against x generated for the various components
are presented in Fig. 5. For Zn and Cu this figure shows at
least one section on either side of the Matano plane, where
(�[J̃i � (x − xo)]/�x)t is zero; for Ni, however, there are two
such locations on the �5 side of the couple and one section
on the �12 side of the couple. These sections may be des-
ignated by xir and xil, depending on whether they are on the
right-hand side or the left-hand side of the Matano plane. At
each of these sections, an effective interdiffusion coefficient
for component i was calculated directly from (x − xo)2/2t on
the basis of Eq 23. These calculated values are presented in
Table 1 and compared with those determined from the ratios
of [−J̃i/(�Ci/�x)t]. These two sets of values show excellent
agreement proving the validity of Eq 23 and consistency in
the calculations. The uncertainties in the calculated inter-
diffusion fluxes and concentration gradients are well within
2% based on repeated calculations. Excellent reproduction

of the original concentration profiles from the evaluated
interdiffusion coefficients have been reported in earlier pa-
pers.[3,4]

4.4 Diffusion Path and the Crossover Composition

The diffusion path for the �5 versus �12 Cu-Ni-Zn
couple is presented in terms of the relative concentrations Yi
in Fig. 6. YZn is plotted against YCu in Fig. 6(a), while a plot
of YZn versus YNi is shown in Fig. 6(b). The S-shaped path
crosses the straight line joining the terminal relative con-
centrations of 0 and 1 at the common crossover composi-
tion, Yc. For ternary alloys characterized by negligible varia-
tion in molar volume with composition, one can write:[7]

Y1 � �C1 + Y2 � �C2 + Y3 � �C3 = 0 (Eq 44)

where �Ci is equal to (Ci
− − Ci

+). Since

�
i=1

3

�Ci = 0

Eq 44 becomes:

�Y1 − Y3� = −
�C2

�C1
�Y2 − Y3� (Eq 45)

If Y1 � Y3 at the intersection of relative concentration
profiles of two of the components, it follows from Eq 45
that Y2 � Y3. Hence, Y1 � Y2� Y3 � Yc, and the relative
concentration profiles of all three components intersect at a
common relative concentration.

Fig. 4 Values of (�[J̃i/�Ci)t for Zn, Ni, and Cu are plotted against
x at t � 2 days to show that all plots fall on the same straight line
with a slope of 1/2t. � � Zn; � � Ni; � � Cu.

Fig. 5 Variation of [J̃i � (x − xo)] for each component i as a
function of x. Each component exhibits at least one relative maxi-
mum and one relative minimum in the plots. At such sections J̃i of
the component is proportional to its own concentration gradient
and the effective interdiffusion coefficient is calculated directly
from (x − xo)2/2t.
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4.5 Internal Consistency between Profiles

From plots of Yi versus x for any component i, it has been
shown[7] that:

�−�

+�

�Yi − Yj� dx = 0 �i, j = 1, 2, 3; i 	 j� (Eq 46)

Equation 46 has been identified as a consistency relation[7]

for the concentration profiles. Equation 46 is alternatively
expressed by:

�−�

xc
�Yj − Yi� dx = �

xc

+�

�Yi − Yj� dx �i, j = 1, 2, 3; i 	 j�

(Eq 47)

Also, the integral ∫ x
+�

(Yi − Yj) dx has a maximum value
when Yi = Yj � Yc at xc. For the �5 versus �12 couple, plots
of (Yi − Yj) versus x are presented in Fig. 7, where it can be
clearly seen that for the various combinations of i and j, the
hatched areas such as A and B, one on either side of xc,
correspond to the two integrals identified in Eq 47 and are
equal. By expressing Eq 1 in terms of Yi, one can derive the
relation: [7]

� J̃i

�Ci
−

J̃j

�Cj
�

xc

=
1

2t �xc

+�

�Yi − Yj� dx �i, j = 1, 2, 3; i 	 j�

(Eq 48)

In Fig. 7 each of the two hatched areas, equal in magnitude,
is 2t times the weighted difference in the interdiffusion
fluxes of i � Zn and j � Cu at xc, as represented by the
left-hand side of Eq 48.

4.6 Constraints on Differences of Relative Concentrations
and Their Derivatives

For a solid-solid ternary diffusion couple, there exist sev-
eral constraints among the relative concentration profiles of
the components. Equation 45 requires that a plot of (Y1 − Y3)
versus (Y2 − Y3) is a straight line with a unique slope of
−(�C2/�C1) dictated by the terminal alloy compositions.
Such a plot is presented in Fig. 8 for the �5 versus �12
couple. Similarly, on differentiating Eq 45 with respect to x:

��Y1 − Y3�

�x
= −

�C2

�C1

��Y2 − Y3�

�x
(Eq 49)

Similar expressions involving higher-order derivatives of
(Y1 − Y3) and (Y2 − Y3) can also be derived from Eq 49. In
Fig. 7 the plots of (Yi − Yj) versus x show a relative mini-
mum or a maximum at two sections, identified by xm1 and
xm2. At these sections �(Yi − Yj)/�x � 0 or:

��Yi

�x
=

�Yj

�x�xm1 or xm2

�i, j = 1, 2, 3; i 	 j� (Eq 50)

From Eq 49 and 50 it follows that �Y1/�x � �Y2/
�x � �Y3/�x at each of these sections, xm1 and xm2. Equa-
tion 50 implies that at these sections the path slope �Ci/�Cj
is identical to �Ci /�Cj. Alternatively, the path slope �Yi /�Yj
is equal to 1 at such locations; they have been identified as
points 1 and 2 on the diffusion path of the �5 versus �12,
Cu-Ni-Zn diffusion couple, shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 9 presents a plot of �(Yi − Yj)/�x with x. This plot
shows the fact that the various maxima and minima in the
values of �(Yi − Yj)/�x for different combinations of i and j
occur at the same section identified by xmm. At this section,
�2(Yi − Yj)/�x2 � 0 for all combinations of i and j. Also,
�2Yi /�x2 has the same value for all components at xmm, on
the basis of equation similar to Eq 49 linking the second
derivatives of (Yi − Yj) with respect to x.

4.7 Constraints on Interdiffusion Fluxes

Since

�
i

J̃i = 0

one can write:

�C1 �
J̃1

�C1
+ �C2 �

J̃2

�C2
+ �C3 �

J̃3

�C3
= 0 (Eq 51)

Using the relation

�
i=1

3

�Ci = 0

Table 1 Assessment of Eq 23 at selected sections within the diffusion zone for the �5 versus �12 couple

Component xmin, µm xmax, µm J̃i (�Ci /�x)t −J̃i /(�Ci /�x)t , m2/s (x − xo)2/2t, m2/s

Zn 123 1.32E−05 −8.25E−04 1.60E−14 1.63E−14
251 1.06E−05 −1.29E−03 8.17E−15 8.13E−15

Ni 184 3.08E−06 −5.18E−03 5.93E−16 5.67E−16
106 −4.85E−06 1.96E−04 2.57E−14 2.45E−14
219 2.81E−06 −2.26E−03 1.25E−15 1.28E−15

Cu 246 −1.20E−05 1.78E−03 6.73E−15 6.67E−15
130 −8.92E−06 6.85E−04 1.30E−14 1.34E−14
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Eq 51 becomes:

� J̃1

�C1
−

J̃3

�C3
� = −

�C2

�C1
� J̃2

�C2
−

J̃3

�C3
� (Eq 52)

A plot of [(J̃1/�C1) − (J̃3/�C3)] versus [(J̃2/�C2) − (J̃3/
�C3)] for the �5 versus �12 couple would yield a straight
line with a slope similar to the one shown in Fig. 8. Con-
straints similar to Eq 52 can also be derived for the deriva-
tives of [(J̃i /�Ci) − (J̃j /�Cj)] with respect to x. In addition,
an integration of Eq 52 with respect to x over any selected
region, x1 to x2 in the diffusion zone yields:

�
x1

x2 � J̃1

�C1
−

J̃3

�C3
� dx = −

�C2

�C1
�

x1

x2 � J̃2

�C2
−

J̃3

�C3
� dx

(Eq 53)

Hence, the differences in the concentrations of the compo-
nents in the terminal alloys clearly relate to the differences

between the interdiffusion fluxes of the individual compo-
nents and their integrals.

4.8 Interdiffusion Fluxes and the Path Slopes at the
Diffusion Path Ends

Average values of ternary interdiffusion coefficients, D̃3
11,

D̃3
12, D̃3

21, D̃3
22, (1 � Zn; 2 � Ni; 3 � Cu) determined for

the �5 versus �12 couple with the aid of the MultiDiFlux
program for the two regions, one on either side of the Ma-
tano plane, are reported in Table 2. The details of such
calculations and their use for error function representation
of the concentration profiles have been discussed in earlier
papers.[3,4] Also included in Table 2 are the actual path
slopes [�C1/�C2]path end determined at the end segments of
the diffusion path. These slopes are found to correspond to
the limiting ratios of J̃1/J̃2.

Fig. 6 Diffusion path for the �5 versus �12 couple obtained by
plotting (a) YZn versus YCu and (b) YZn versus YNi. The path slopes
�Yi /�Yj at points 1 and 2 are equal to 1, and slopes at points 3 and
4 are dictated by Eq 35a.

Fig. 7 Variation of (Yi − Yj) as a function of x. (i, j = Zn, Ni, Cu,
i 	 j). The relative maxima and minima for the various plots
appear at the locations, xm1 and xm2. Also, area A� area B, as
required by Eq 47.

Fig. 8 Variation of (Y1 − Y3) with (Y2 − Y3) shows the constraint
that the plot is a straight line with a slope of −�C2/�C1. 1 � Zn;
2 � Ni; 3 � Cu.
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4.9 An Artistic Representation of Multicomponent Diffusion

The variables (Yi − Yj) and �(Yi − Yj)/�x that appear in Eq
45 and 49 can be used to generate alternative representation
of interdiffusion in multicomponent systems. Such plots are
presented in Fig. 10, as they bring out the inherent beauty
and the internal constraints underlying the relative diffusion
behavior of the various diffusing components. Figure 10
shows valentine heart-shaped plots whose sizes reflect the
ratio, �Ci/�Cj, for the various combinations of i and j. The
inclination of the apex of the hearts is governed by the
location of the section xmm in Fig. 9, where �(Yi − Yj)/�x is
an extremum for all combinations of i and j. The details of
such plots will be presented in a separate paper.

5. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, new expressions have been derived for
linking the interdiffusion flux of a component in a multi-
component system to its own concentration gradient without
invoking Fick’s law. Such relations allow the prediction of
effective interdiffusion coefficients for the individual com-
ponents at several selected sections within the diffusion
zone directly from the locations of the sections relative to
the Matano plane. These selected sections correspond to the

relative extrema observed in the plots of [J̃i � (x − xo)]
against x. For ternary couples the area between the profiles
of relative concentrations of any two components, i and j, is
identical on either side of the crossover composition. Dif-
ferences in the relative concentrations or interdiffusion
fluxes of any two of the components at any section can be
related to similar differences for other choices of two com-
ponents through concentration differences between the ter-
minal alloys. Such relations are applicable to all sections in
the diffusion zone. From a diagonalization of the matrix of
ternary interdiffusion coefficients, linear combinations of
interdiffusion fluxes of two of the components are found to
be directly proportional to linear combinations of two of the
concentration gradients through eigenvalues. Furthermore,
new relations have been presented for the estimation of
slopes of the ternary diffusion path at several selected sec-
tions within the diffusion zone. The limiting path slopes at
the end segments are linked to the limiting ratio of the
interdiffusion fluxes. Several internal constraints among the
concentration profiles and interdiffusion fluxes have also
been explored in terms of the terminal alloy compositions
and applied to a Cu-Ni-Zn diffusion couple for internal
consistency and artistic representation of multicomponent
diffusion. The analysis was aided by the use of a recently
developed, free computer code called MultiDiFlux, which
can analyze the concentration profiles of multicomponent
diffusion couples for interdiffusion fluxes, interdiffusion
coefficients, and diffusion path representation.
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